
  

Monitoring   Cattle   –   Gain   v   Liveweight?   
  

With   an   ever   increasing   number   of   systems   which   automatically   record   individual   animal   liveweights,  
often   several   times   a   day,   the   question   is   how   to   use   the   information   to   improve   efficiency   and   
profitability?    For   many   years   the   standard   approach   has   been   to   measure   daily   liveweight   gain   and,   
depending   on   the   system,   be   happy   when   they   exceed   1   kg   per   head   per   day   and   frustrated   when   they   
are   lower.   
  

The   problem   with   monitoring   liveweight   gains   is   that   they   are   an   extremely   inaccurate   as   can   be   seen   in   
the   following   table.   
  

Impact   Of   Frequency   And   Weight   On   Accuracy   Of   Weighing     
  

  

As   an   example   we   have   taken   the   system   targeting   1   kg   per   day   and   calculated   the   difference   in   
recorded   liveweight   which   would   give   a   difference   of   0.2   kg   per   day   to   give   a   daily   gain   of   0.8   or   1.2   kg   
per   day.    Where   cattle   are   weighed   weekly   the   difference   in   calculated   DLWG   is   just   ±1.4kg.    Where   
cattle   are   only   weighted   monthly   this   increases   to   ±   6   kg   in   the   recorded   weight.     
  

The   second   part   of   the   table   shows   what   this   error   in   weighing   cattle   is   as   a   percentage   of   the   animal’s   
liveweight.    It   clearly   shows   the   bigger   the   animal   the   smaller   the   error   becomes   so   even   weighing   
finishing   cattle   monthly,   an   error   of   ±   0.2   kg   per   day   represents   an   error   of   less   than   1%   of   the   animal’s   
weight!     
  

Monitoring   Liveweight     
  

A   much   more   useful   way   of   analysing   weight   records   is   to   plot   their   liveweight   against   a   target   liveweight   
for   that   date.    As   an   example   we   can   take   a   group   of   steers,   housed   on   1 st    October   at   an   average   of   480   
kg.    The   target   is   to   sell   them   finished   at   640   kg   on   1 st    March   to   make   space   for   the   spring   calvers   to   
calve.     
  

1. The   first   step   is   to   draw   a   simple   graph   showing   the   initial   weight   of   the   group   (or   individual)   and   the   
target   sale   weight/date   (the   red   circles).   

Weighing   Weekly   Monthly   
Weight   for   ±   0.2   kg/day   ±   1.4   kg   ±   6.0   kg   
%   of   liveweight   at 100   kg     1.4%  6%   

400   kg   0.4%  1.5%  
700   kg   0.2%  0.9%  



  

  
  

2. Draw   a   straight   line   between   them   which   gives   the   target   liveweight   over   the   finishing   period.    It   will   
also   give   the   target   daily   liveweight   gain   required.     

  

Conclusions   
  

● Weigh   monthly.   
● Monitor   liveweight   not   daily   gain.   
● Graph   liveweight   against   time   for   each   group.    If   liveweights   can   be   recorded   automatically   consider   

plotting   a   graph   for   each   individual.     
● Consider   setting   different   targets   for   different   cattle.     
● If   possible   set   up   a   small   programme   to   give   an   alert   when   an   individual   deviates   more   than   ±   10   kg?   

off   target   so   it   can   be   checked.   
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